BLOG - Superhero Plan
They might not want to admit it, but even superheroes need a plan. And let's face it—they're
people of action, not necessarily the best planners. If they're lucky, they have a sidekick who
can take care of the planning and preparation of things, so their mission is a success.
Think about Green Hornet for a minute. You remember how he was always ready to jump into
the thick of it, tangle with the bad guys, and not hesitate for a second? Good thing he had his
trusty sidekick, Kato, to come up with an effective plan. It wasn’t always a complex plan—just
the right plan for the situation.
If you want to be your company's authentication superhero, maybe you need a sidekick—with
the right plan.
The clock is ticking.
Picture this: a distress signal comes in about a suspicious
medicine in the field. You need to know what's real...and what
isn't. And the clock is ticking. There isn't enough time for a laborintensive authentication method. But when is there? Time isn’t
on your side and you need a plan to instantly authenticate that
product in lightning speed.
Who can be your trusted sidekick? Your planning and preparation
expert? Your authentication partner?
So many questions. But just one answer: Authentix!
Authentix can help you customize a plan to start battling the villains and initiate your superhero
powers.

Up and running in a month.
Think such as plan would be too hard to implement? Think
again. With Authentix as your partner, we can have your
empowerment solution up and running within 30 days.

We thrive in complexity.
We know you operate in a very complex environment of
global suppliers and distributors. That doesn't scare us. We'll tailor your solution and perform a
print trial to make sure it works perfectly in your complex world of suppliers and systems.
And 90 percent of the time, jobs are ready to go immediately
after the print trial.

Global implementation across the supply chain is followed by training, enablement, ongoing
support, and the monitoring and interpretation of results. Being the perfect partner, we'll make
it easier than you ever thought possible. (Right, Green Hornet?)
In true superhero style, Authentix is the partner with the right plan to boost your
authentication powers!
Watch our video (link to pharma page) and discover how Authentix can work with you to
develop the right plan.

Authentication empowerment when and where it matters most!
www.authentix.com/hero
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